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This image of M100 was released in 
celebration of the 25th anniversary of 
NASA’s first mission to service Hubble.

  @STScI               @SpaceTelescope                Space_Telescopes

Join Our Community
www.STScI.edu

Letter from the Director

It has been a busy year at the Space Telescope 
Science Institute, where we expand the frontiers  
of space astronomy and share scientific 
discoveries with the world on a daily basis. 
The Hubble Space Telescope continued its 
epic exploration of the universe. We are more 
committed than ever to using its unique 
observing capabilities to their fullest potential. 

Using approximately 1,000 orbits of director’s 
discretionary observing time over the next three 
observing cycles, the institute will implement a 
comprehensive ultraviolet spectroscopic study  
of high- and low-mass stars in the local universe 
to study the first 10 million years of stellar 
evolution on behalf of the community. I am 
confident that the data collected from Hubble, in 
combination with data from other observatories, 
numerical simulations, and theoretical 
calculations, will advance our understanding of 
star-formation and stellar processes, which will 
apply to studies of stars throughout the universe.

We have also been preparing for the launch 
and commissioning of the James Webb Space 
Telescope in early 2021. Despite the recent 
launch delay, Webb is worth the wait—the 
observatory will reveal a universe we have never 
seen and force us to ask questions we don’t 

even know yet how to ask. The extra time prior 
to launch is giving us opportunities to better 
prepare both ourselves and the astronomical 
community for the first cycle of observations. Our 
goal, as always, remains to help the community 
get great science out of Webb from day one.

We also continued to focus our data science 
efforts on improving the user experience and 
treating the collective holdings of the Barbara A. 
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) 
as we would an operating mission. The science 
potential of the archive is enormous, and with 
the addition of the final data from the Kepler 
observatory, new data from the Transiting 
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), and the 
second data release of the PanSTARRS survey, 
opportunities for new discoveries abound. These 
datasets and our data science efforts in the 
commercial cloud are also paving the way for the 
future archive of the Wide Field Infrared Survey 
Telescope (WFIRST).

Most importantly, this past year was one in which 
we took a good look at ourselves and our work, 
and reaffirmed who we are and what we want 
to be as an institute. We have a responsibility to 
serve others to the best of our abilities. I hope 
that, like me, you see our desire to do so and find 
inspiration among these pages.

EXPANDING THE FRONTIERS 
OF SPACE ASTRONOMY
We help humanity explore the universe with  

advanced telescopes and archives.

Our Strategic Goals:

    Excel in the science operations of NASA’s  
current and future astrophysics  

flagship missions.

    Advance state-of-the-art astronomical  
data, archives, and tools for  

scientific discovery.

   Make the world’s astronomical information  
accessible to all.
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Empowering 
   Astronomical 
      Researchers
Our archive team prepares data 
releases and creates software to 
further astronomical research 
worldwide.

Envision a planet about 60 light-years away. It whips around its Sun-like star 
in under seven days. It may be filled with layers of water—or made mostly of 
hydrogen and helium—but isn’t rocky like Earth. In fact, astronomers don’t 
yet know what makes up the planet’s composition. And, despite the alluring 
possibility of molecular water, it doesn’t lie within the habitable zone, where 
liquid water can exist on the planet’s surface.

Meet π Mensae c (HD 39091 c), an exoplanet identified by researchers using 
data from NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), which launched 
in April 2018 and sends its data to our staff at the Barbara A. Mikulski Archive 
for Space Telescopes (MAST). Although we may not know the precise makeup 
of this planet’s surface, observations from TESS, combined with radial velocity 
data from observatories in Australia and Chile, allowed researchers to determine 
its mass and estimate its density, which is roughly 4.82 Earth masses and 57 
percent of Earth’s average density.

What the astronomers did in this case—revisit older data sets to review and 
confirm new findings—isn’t unusual. In fact, it’s one of the primary reasons 
MAST exists. Teams at the institute also build and share data analysis software, 
upload fully processed images and spectra that are ready for scientific analysis, 
and support the exchange of data between institutions.

Best of all? Astronomers and scientists who use MAST’s resources are 
constantly contributing to its holdings. Once researchers process data, they 
often return the improved information to MAST, where it is shared widely. Don’t 
think of the archive as a quiet library, but instead as a bustling hive of activity.

Passing the Baton

In 2018, astronomers, scientists, and engineers within MAST offered a slew of 
new products to help researchers analyze data more accurately and quickly. 
Several of these initiatives focused on the milestones of two NASA missions: 
TESS and the Kepler/K2 spacecraft, which was decommissioned in November 
2018. (During the overlap, the pair simultaneously observed more than 100 of 
the same stars.) Since MAST holds the data for both observatories, our team 
strove to highlight the synergies between these two missions.

One tool astronomers use to identify exoplanets is a light curve, a plot that 
shows the changes in a star’s light over time. These plots are extremely 
important data sets for Kepler and K2 data, but those for K2 were less 
constraining since the number of reaction wheels the observatory used to 
point its instruments were reduced from four to two, affecting its ability to point 
precisely for extended periods. 
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TRAPPIST-1 d
39 light-years away

This planet may have a large 
atmosphere, a deep worldwide ocean, 
or an ice layer, each composed of less 
dense, more fragile substances that 
don’t survive long close to a star.

GALEX, Hubble, Webb, Pan-STARRS1, Swift

Proxima Centauri b
4 light-years away

This notable discovery of a planet around a nearby star 
means our solar neighborhood may be teeming with 
planets. Although it orbits much closer to its star than 
Mercury does to the Sun, the star is far fainter, which 
means this planet lies within the habitable zone where 
liquid water may be possible. 

EUVE, FUSE, GALEX, Hubble, IUE, Swift

Kepler-186 f
492 light-years away

Discovered in 2014, this planet was the first Earth-
sized exoplanet found to reside firmly in its star’s 
habitable zone. Despite being much closer to its star, 
it receives only one third of the energy Earth does 
from the Sun. This is because its star is much smaller 
and cooler.

Kepler/K2, Pan-STARRS1

51 Pegasi b
51 light-years away

This giant planet is about half the size of Jupiter  
and orbits its star in about four days. One side of the 
planet always faces the star; the other is in permanent 
darkness.

FUSE, GALEX, Hubble, IUE, Pan-STARRS1

TrES-2 b
694 light-years away

This gas giant reflects less than 1 percent of the 
sunlight falling on it, making it blacker than coal. It is 
also believed to be tidally locked, with one side of the 
planet always facing its star.

Hubble, Kepler, Pan-STARRS1

HD 39091 b
60 light-years away

This gas giant orbits its Sun-like star in 
just under six years. It is 10 times the mass 
of Jupiter, which itself outweighs all other 
planets in our solar system combined.

GALEX, Hubble, Swift, TESS

π Mensae c
60 light-years away

This is TESS’s first confirmed 
exoplanet discovery: A world about 
twice Earth’s size that orbits its star 
every six days.

GALEX, Hubble, Swift, TESS

MAST includes data from more than 20 telescopes. Those highlighted on these pages include: 
Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) • Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) • Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) • Hubble Space 

Telescope • International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) • James Webb Space Telescope (planned observation) • Kepler/K2 mission • Pan-STARRS1  

• Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift) • Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS)

Surprising Skies: Super-Earths and Hot-Jupiters
Increasingly, researchers have made discoveries about known exoplanets by combining data 
from multiple missions. Are they terrestrial planets, water worlds, or gas giants? Do they  
have cloudy or clear skies? Are their surfaces within the temperature ranges conducive to 
supporting life? In 2018, our staff collaborated with astronomers around the world to create  
two new products, Exo.MAST and ExoCTK, to allow researchers to review, visualize, download, 
and analyze multi-mission exoplanet data, making this process faster and simpler. What do  
the data hold? Here, we highlight samples both close to Earth and light-years away.
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When astronomers want to see what a supernova looked like before  
it exploded, all they have to do is search the Barbara A. Mikulski 
Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST)—no new observations required. 
While it may seem instantaneous, there’s an army of engineers, 
scientists, and astronomers who make this possible, including 
Theresa Dower.

As a senior systems software engineer, she recently led two large 
projects to help connect users to the data: She built a web-based 
service to search massive catalogs like PanSTARRS1—which includes 
more than 1,600 terabytes of data—based on international standards 
and wrote interactive documentation to support users.

She also runs a metadata registry that pulls information from more 
than 20,000 resources and serves astronomers around the world. 
“I develop and write code, and administer and curate resources in 
MAST and other archives,” she says. “I really enjoy it because I get 
to travel to meet with users and developers to discuss how we can 
improve these services.”

When she’s not at STScI writing and managing code, learning new 
details about astronomy (see: leap seconds), or talking to people 
using the data, you will find Dower at work on one of her artistic 
passions. She and a small team created several science installations 
at art festivals, including a scaled walking trail for the planets in our 
solar system. “I’ve noticed what we make for kids are enjoyed by 
adults, too,” she laughs. “Let your inner kid out!”

Having opportunities to volunteer acts as a feedback loop for her 
career. “We keep getting projects that are fulfilling—and fun,” she 
explains. “I like learning in a relaxed culture while working hard to 
produce great products for the public.”

Building for the Community

From our archives to 
art festivals

This year, astronomers reprocessed K2’s data 
to understand the noise, characterize it, and 
make it easier to pinpoint exoplanet candidates 
by releasing K2SFF, a database of extracted 
light curves and diagnostic plots for each target 
the Kepler/K2 observatory observed in its 
extended mission phase, which was developed 
by external researchers. This database has been 
incorporated into MAST and is available for use 
by all. As a result, researchers will be able to 
identify more potential exoplanet candidates in 
K2 data.

The MAST team also began hosting EVEREST, 
a tool created by astronomers elsewhere that 
contains corrected light curves for K2 data that 
have precision comparable to the original Kepler 
mission and allows researchers to toggle the 
plots based on known exoplanet candidates. 
Since it’s open source, researchers may adapt 
the software to use it with other photometric 
surveys, making the resource even more valuable 
to the astronomical community.

Releasing New TESS Data

The Kepler/K2 mission discovered that 
exoplanets circle nearly every star in the sky,  
and that about 20 percent of those are similar  
to Earth in size and orbit. It is easy to imagine  
why astronomers are excited about comparing  
this data with that from NASA’s newest  
planet hunter, TESS.

The first TESS data release covers one-twelfth 
of the sky, and includes over 400,000 transit 
light curves and 200,000 full-frame images. 
Plus, the data were available to all researchers 
immediately upon their storage in MAST, which 
means more scientists began working with them 
at the outset. Within the first few weeks after 
the release, researchers across the world had 

retrieved more than 70 terabytes of TESS data, 
marking the fastest outflow of data from MAST to 
the community to date.

The data science team simultaneously released a 
suite of products to support TESS data, allowing 
queries to be performed programmatically by 
community-written open source tools such 
as eleanor and lightkurve, examined within 
the context of exoplanets identified by other 
missions (learn more about Exo.MAST on 
page 34), searched within full-frame images, or 
downloaded in bulk. Plus, every tool is supported 
by an in-depth tutorial.

Supporting Future Missions

Want to know if a particular exoplanet is a water 
world? A gas giant? A rocky planet devoid of an 
atmosphere? Cue the Exoplanet Characterization 
Toolkit (ExoCTK), built with significant help from 
scientists located around the world to help 
astronomers model the atmospheres of planets 
and understand what a planet may look like with 
NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope. 

The archive team is constantly working with 
the astronomical community to connect data 
from more than 20 missions in new ways, which 
includes thinking about how to characterize an 
exoplanet with upcoming missions like Webb, 
and accelerating the pace at which astronomers 
go from receiving their initial observations to 
completing their analyses.

As demonstrated by these examples, all the work 
the archive team completes supports scientific 
discovery by streamlining and strengthening 
researchers’ work, allowing them to produce new 
results and create new areas of research rapidly, 
which may lead to discoveries of nearby Earth-
like exoplanets sooner than expected.

A New Era in Exoplanet Data

Kepler stared at a 
small patch of the 
sky and looked at 
distant, dim stars.

TESS is looking 
at the whole sky, 
viewing nearer and 
brighter stars.
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In response to user feedback, the institute is  
rolling out enhancements and training to support 
researchers who will use NASA’s James Webb  
Space Telescope.

Although the launch of NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope was delayed 
until March 2021, it is well worth the wait! When Webb launches, it will allow 
us to write new chapters about our cosmic history. The observatory will seek 
the first galaxies, reveal how stars and planets form, and characterize planets 
around other stars as well as those in our own solar system. 

In response to the new launch schedule, STScI delayed the call for proposals 
for Cycle 1 science observations with Webb until the turn of the year 
2019/2020, with the submission deadline three months later. While this allows 
the scientific community more time to prepare for observing with Webb,  
the institute is not sitting by idly. We are busy at work, improving our ability  
to support Webb science.

Improving the Science Return of Webb

The institute is making good use of the extra time to make sure the 
observatory is as efficient and capable as possible. While it is the worldwide 
astronomical community that will carry out the science of Webb, it is the 
responsibility of the institute to enable observers to produce the best possible 
science. The tools for crafting Webb’s observing programs and aiding 
scientists in their analysis of the data are essential ingredients, which means 
some of the extra time is being spent improving scientific software tools and 
documentation. 

To help better understand the most pressing needs of the astronomical 
community, the institute conducted a user survey in spring 2018 after the 
launch delay was announced. The survey asked whether scientists had 
trouble with any aspect of proposal planning, and how the institute might 
improve in the future. The survey garnered more than 300 detailed responses, 
which helped prioritize the work the institute is doing leading up to launch. 

In response to issues identified in the survey, as well as fixing other 
known issues, our teams revised and updated the suite of Webb proposal 
tools, including the Astronomer’s Proposal Tool and the Exposure Time 
Calculator, making them more intuitive, stable, and maintainable. The survey 
identified deficits in the documentation for scientists, leading to significant 
improvements to JDox, the online Webb documentation platform. We are also 
adding content to our library of video tutorials on the JWST Observer YouTube 
channel. With these improvements, we hope that scientists will be better 
prepared to observe with Webb by the new Cycle 1 proposal deadline.

  Worth the Wait
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Mark Your Calendars!
In collaboration with our partners, we 

are providing in-person support and 

resources to serve the astronomical 

community. Upcoming events include:

June 9–13, 2019
American Astronomical Society Meeting 
St. Louis, Missouri
Town hall, exhibit booth, and  

on-site experts

August 26–30, 2019
ESA-hosted Science Meeting
Courmayeur, Aosta Valley, Italy
Status update and science discussion

September 15–20, 2019
AAS Division for Planetary Sciences 
Meeting Joint with EPSC
Town hall and hands-on training

January 5–9, 2020
American Astronomical Society Meeting
Honolulu, Hawaii
Town hall, exhibit booth, hands-on 

training, and on-site experts

Confirm all the details: 

jwst.stsci.edu/events

Enhanced Tools and 
Documentation
Based on feedback from the astronomical 

community and the user survey, we are 

improving the suite of tools to enable 

observers to maximize science of Webb, 

including: 

Astronomer’s Proposal Tool (APT)

Exposure Time Calculator (ETC)

James Webb Space Telescope User 
Documentation (JDox)

JWST Observer YouTube channel

Practice, Practice, Practice

Both during the initial checkout while Webb travels a million 
miles to L2, and during science operations, continuous 
communications with the mission operations center at the 
institute will be essential. In September, our flight operations 
team successfully completed two critical communications 
rehearsals. Many more rehearsals of various aspects of 
Webb operations are planned.  

The first rehearsal demonstrated that, from the moment 
Webb launches through the first six hours of flight, complex 
exchanges could be accomplished among five service 
providers around the world, which will alternately convey 
command and telemetry communications. The second 
rehearsal showed that our mission operations center could 
successfully command the telescope. The fact that these 
exercises were carried out flawlessly is a testament to the 
hard work of the flight operations team, as well as teams 
across the country and around the world.

Leveraging the Existing  
Fleet of Observatories 

The delay in the launch of Webb means that other 
observatories have more time to prepare the astronomical 
community for Webb science. For example, NASA’s 
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), which 
launched in April 2018, is now returning new detections of 
exoplanets around the brightest stars. Planets detected 
by TESS are expected to be prime targets for Webb. 
Other major observatories are reaching maturity, such 
as the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), and their 
discoveries will help to drive the science of Webb.

When considering targets, scientists need to check what 
Webb is already scheduled to observe as part of both the 
Director’s Discretionary Early Release Science (DD-ERS) 
programs and the Guaranteed Time Observation (GTO) 
programs. A new feature in the data discovery portal within 
the Barbara A. Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes 
(MAST) makes this process very simple. 

MAST not only allows users to see if a target is already part 
of planned Webb observations, it also crosschecks against 
observations already made by other missions within MAST. 
This means that researchers will be able to efficiently 

use data from a wide range of observatories to help plan 
science with Webb.

Webb will have an increased overlap with future 
observatories, including NASA’s Wide Field Infrared Survey 
Telescope (WFIRST), the European Space Agency’s 
Euclid, PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars 
(PLATO), and CHaracterising ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS) 
observatories, as well as the ground-based, extremely large 
telescopes, such as the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT), 
the European Southern Observatory’s Extremely Large 
Telescope (ELT), and the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT). 

Our work is only possible with the support of our partners: 
NASA Headquarters, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 
the European Space Agency, and the Canadian Space 
Agency. It has been a long journey, but the institute is ready 
to fully support the amazing science of NASA’s James 
Webb Space Telescope.

Infant stars that have just emerged  
from their natal cocoons of gas and  
dust in the NGC 346 nebula shine 
brightly in this Hubble Space Telescope 
near-infrared image. Webb’s sharp  
mid-infrared vision will uncover the 
thermal glow from thousands of even 
younger stars, still hidden within 
similar star-forming regions. Credit: 
NASA, ESA, and A. Nota (STScI/ESA).
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Consider being in a boat flooding with ice cold water—and trying to 
patch holes with a small crew. Or—escaping from a helicopter sinking 
in deep water. These are examples of the tests Charles-Philippe Lajoie 
performed in hopes of becoming an astronaut for the Canadian Space 
Agency in 2017. Although he was not selected, Lajoie made it to the 
final round of 17 candidates, winnowed from about 3,700 applicants. 
Talk about an intense job interview.

“Going to space has been a lifelong dream,” he says. “The calls don’t 
come often in Canada. When it did, there was no doubt I was going to 
apply. The ten-month process taught me I’m resilient.” Suffice it to say 
he’s fastidious about preparing for intense challenges, which is why 
he’s perfectly suited to support the James Webb Space Telescope as 
an astronomical optics scientist.

He and the wavefront team are currently involved in a series of 
commissioning rehearsals for Webb, which he says are foundational. 
Lajoie and his team have documented every single step of the 
process to align Webb’s segmented mirrors, rehearsing them as a 
group and updating them after each session. “Issuing commands to 
move all nineteen mirror segments is a thrill since each movement 
impacts Webb’s science instruments,” he explains. “We’ve built a lot 
of confidence in the mirror hardware through previous ground tests. 
We know it works as expected and we will be ready for it.”

The rehearsals will be ongoing until launch, which means these teams 
will have the opportunity to continuously refine the procedures until 
they become muscle memory. “When we fly and commission the 
telescope, none of it will feel like the first time,” he smiles. “It will feel 
like any other day.”

An Unwavering Focus

From rigorous 
challenges as a potential 
astronaut to contributing 
to Webb’s readiness

IC 63, known as “the Ghost of Cassiopeia,” 
shows hydrogen that is being bombarded 
with ultraviolet radiation from the nearby, 
blue-giant star Gamma Cassiopeiae (not 
shown), causing it to glow in red light. The 
blue is from light reflected off the nebula’s 
dust. Credit: NASA, ESA, and STScI; 
H. Arab (University of Strasbourg).
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What will space-based telescopes that launch in the 2030s look like? Since 
astronomers will still be focused on studying Earth-like exoplanets, these 
observatories will need large, segmented mirrors that fold gracefully to fit into 
rockets for launch—and collect significantly more light than smaller, single-piece 
mirrors.

Directly spotting these elusive exoplanets is possible with coronagraphs, 
instruments that suppress the light of distant stars to reveal their orbiting 
exoplanets. In 2018, scientists and engineers at the institute’s Russell B. 
Makidon Optics Laboratory took a major step toward this goal by demonstrating 
proof of concept for a high-contrast coronagraph with a segmented mirror—a 
first worldwide.

The optics lab staff is currently testing how to align and fine-tune segmented 
mirrors through tiny deformations of each mirror segment. They are also 
designing prototypes of coronagraphs for different telescopes. Finally, they 
are continuing to calibrate their testbeds to become more and more stable to 
support these initiatives. 

In 2018, the lab received a three-year grant to fund its activities with its partners: 
the Johns Hopkins University’s Department of Mechanical Engineering in 
Maryland; ONERA (the French Aerospace Lab); Laboratoire d’Astrophysique 
de Marseille in France; Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur in France; the University 
of Rochester in New York; NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland; 
NASA’s Exoplanet Exploration Program at the Jet Propulsion Lab in California; 
and Ball Aerospace in Colorado.

Orchestrating Segmented Mirrors

Compare the light moving through a telescope to the notes a violin section in 
an orchestra produces. If the first chair is a half a beat late, you will notice. They 
have to be perfectly in sync to make a big, cohesive sound.

Space-based telescopes with segmented mirrors also have to act in 
coordination: Every one of the mirror segments leaves an imprint on light—
and so does each gap between the mirrors. Each segment must be properly 
coordinated to organize the light into clear images—acting like a single piece of 
glass with a perfect concave shape. 

In previous years, the team had demonstrated they could correct errors using 
deformable mirrors to “tune” light from a single mirror. In 2018, the team 
installed the segmented deformable mirrors and other optics to simulate a 
segmented telescope. With that device in place, the team was able to create a 
shadow 1 million times fainter than the laser “star” they observed through their 
coronagraph. This is no easy feat since that model has 37 mirror segments.

Designing the Next 
Generations of 
Telescopes
Staff at the institute’s optics lab are 
redesigning technologies that support large 
space-based observatories operating a 
million miles from Earth.
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Building on Each Success

Every accomplishment the lab reports is preceded by another piece of foundational work. By the 
end of 2017, the optics lab staff had the basic infrastructure in place on the High-contrast Complex 
Aperture Telescope (HiCAT) testbed to enable basic coronagraph and wavefront control. In 2018, they 
built on these results by introducing the segmented aperture and demonstrating first light through the 
complete system.   

Testing and running the hardware naturally includes a slew of automation. Recent advancements now 
allow the testbed to run at night, which also allows tests to run in a quieter environment, and does not 
require lab staff to be present. 

The team also successfully implemented software—provided by their partners in France—known as 
the COronagraphic Focal-plane waveFront Estimation for Exoplanet detection (COFFEE for short).
COFFEE measures distortions in the light as it moves along its path and helps to relay that information 
to the deformable mirrors to correct them.

The Makidon optics lab staff began assembling another wavefront sensor, similar to the one designed 
for the Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) and essential for detecting small changes in 
the mirror alignment over time. This device will play a central role in the lab’s work in the coming year.

Controlling for Vibrations

Another essential element of their work is mechanically improving the testbeds to become more and 
more stable to keep the camera as steady as possible over long periods. Take a moment to think 
about all the jitters in the air around you now. 

Is the air conditioning on? Are people walking by? These movements cause vibrations in the air and 
ground, and each one hits the testbed. To improve stability, you start with the most obvious noise 
and keep identifying new sources until your system is as controlled and stable as it can be without 
being in a vacuum chamber. 

While our team works to create stability at a small scale now, this is also a problem other teams that 
support future large telescopes will face. They will have a goal of restricting some motions to be 
smaller than an atom. One of the lab’s main 2018 achievements, done in close collaboration with Ball 
Aerospace, allowed the team to begin identifying the most important specific stability requirements to 
image Earth-like planets.

Overall, our scientists and engineers, in collaboration with their partners, made enormous progress 
this year by building a first proof of concept of a complete system. They will work to expand these 
tests significantly in 2019.

Ongoing Mentorship and Collaborations
The lab is a busy place. More than 20 undergraduates, graduate students, and postdoctoral 
researchers—hailing from universities around the world—have contributed time to the lab’s projects. 
They’ve designed, run, and reported on their work, all of which contributes to the optics lab’s overall 
mission. In 2018, a group of students (shown above), as part of their mechanical engineering senior 
design class at the Johns Hopkins University, started demonstrating active vibration control using a 
fast-steering mirror.

Achieving High Contrast
Imagine driving at night toward a car with its high beams 
on—but also being able to see a firefly clearly next to 
its headlights while looking through fly-eye glasses. In 
effect, this is what the optics lab staff achieved in 2018 by 
obtaining a level of contrast of 10-6. This level of contrast 
is thousands of times better than what the human eye can 
distinguish and only one more milestone in the lab’s efforts. 
To do this, scientists and engineers carefully constructed 
deformable mirrors, a segmented telescope simulator, 
and a dedicated coronagraph on the lab’s high-contrast 
coronagraphic experiment. Future space-based  
missions aim to achieve a contrast 10,000 times higher.
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As a kid, Kerri Witmer dreamed of being an Olympian. She competed 
as a figure skater for nearly 10 years. Her favorite move was a scratch 
spin: Think of a skater with her hands and leg extended, slowly 
bringing them in to spin faster and faster until turning out gracefully. 
“The first time I did it, I was about 8. My mom, who was always at my 
practices, was jumping up and down with excitement,” she says.

“I wanted to be a champion, then retire and coach,” Witmer shares. 
Although she got as far as regionals, she hung up her skates at 16. 
“I knew I had to start working as quickly as possible.” An accounting 
class in high school inspired her to pursue a business degree, which 
led to positions as a payroll officer and supervisor, HR systems 
administrator, and project analyst in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Itching to switch back to payroll, she jumped at the chance to apply 
to the institute in 2013, where she is now a senior accountant/payroll 
lead. Witmer’s work is typically behind the scenes, which is how she 
prefers it. “My goal is that staff never even think about their pay—it 
just shows up correctly.” 

Her days are also busy with reporting to insure the institute is meeting 
contractual requirements, but she’s always available to tackle new 
projects. “If I don’t know the answer, I know how to get it. I love what I 
do and the people I work with are great,” Witmer explains. “As long as 
they’ll have me, I’m staying!”

In Perfect Form

From the ice to  
supporting space-based 
observatories 

A survey of 50 galaxies in the local 
universe, including NGC 6744, is called 
the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey 
(LEGUS). It is the sharpest, most 
comprehensive ultraviolet-light look at 
nearby star-forming galaxies.
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Hitting New Milestones
Learn how staff at the institute led Hubble’s trailblazing 
science operations in 2018.

The Hubble Space Telescope, an international collaboration between NASA 
and the European Space Agency, has flown for more than 28 years. Each 
year, our teams work to ensure this observatory is not only operating at peak 
performance, but also continuing to shape the field of astronomy. In 2018, 
staff introduced a dual-anonymous proposal process and updated Hubble’s 
instruments’ capabilities. This year, more than 950 peer-reviewed papers using 
Hubble data were published in scientific journals.

Introducing Proposal Anonymity

How do you continue to democratize science? By focusing on the scientific 
merit of the applications for observing time on Hubble—not on the people who 
apply. Studies have shown that gender, professional affiliation, number of years 
of experience, and country of origin influence reviewers’ decisions about which 
teams’ science proposals they recommend. For these reasons, a working 
group at the institute has focused for several years on decreasing the effects of 
unconscious biases. 

In October 2018, the institute took another big step by implementing a dual 
anonymous proposal process for Hubble—the first in the field of astronomy. 
The new requirements did not deter proposers. In fact, applications to observe 
with Hubble increased, although this was mostly due to a change in the types of 
proposals accepted. Twelve times more orbits were requested than time allowed 
in 2018 (in 2017, it was five to one).

The approach, which was thoroughly researched and widely discussed with 
members of the astronomical community, means that proposers did not know 
who the reviewers were, and—most importantly—the committee had no insight 
into who the proposers were until after the official rankings were set. Now, 
whenever teams submit a proposal to use Hubble, their documents are reviewed 
strictly based on scientific merit.

While the proportion of proposals submitted and led by women remained the 
same compared to previous cycles, their acceptance rates rose, putting them 
at a rate statistically equal to proposals led by men. This work will continue at 
the institute, allowing our staff to measure the outcomes of the approach, with 
the goal of achieving a more even gender balance among all proposers. This 
new approach will become standard procedure both for Hubble and future 
observatories the institute oversees, including NASA’s James Webb Space 
Telescope.
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Restoring Gyro Operations

On October 5, one of Hubble’s four remaining gyroscopes failed, causing the 
mission to temporarily pause its operations. (Three gyros are required for optimal 
scientific observations.) Almost immediately, more than a dozen team members 
gathered in the control room at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center to assess 
the situation, supported by planning and scheduling teams at the institute. Only 
a few weeks later, Hubble officially returned to normal science operations.

These teams had extensively trained for this day for years. After being unable 
to turn the failed gyro back on, they switched on a more advanced gyro that 
was installed in 2009, but had not been turned on since 2011. However, it soon 
began reporting impossibly high rotation rates for the telescope—around 450 
degrees per hour, when Hubble was actually turning less than a degree per 
hour. Because three gyros are required for optimal scientific efficiency, the team 
extensively tested creative solutions to solve the problem.

Ultimately, after suspecting an obstruction that may have affected the gyro’s 
readings, the team repeatedly switched the gyro between operational modes 
and rotated the spacecraft. In response, the erroneously high rotation rates from 
the gyro gradually fell until they were close to normal. On October 27, Hubble 
targeted a field of galaxies and recorded an image (below), continuing its long 
history of science operations.

Installing Regular Upgrades

Every year, teams that support Hubble are focused on updating the capabilities 
of its four operating instruments with new observing modes and tools, because 
tweaking the way Hubble makes observations and how we process the data 
can open up researchers’ ability to make new discoveries. In 2018, the teams 
implemented several new capabilities. First, a searchable database of 22 million 
objects from the institute’s archives allows researchers to look at the precise 
shapes of stellar images. In turn, users can accurately model the behavior of the 
Wide Field Camera 3 instrument’s ultraviolet-visible channel and make sensitive 
light measurements when analyzing Hubble’s data. Teams also released a new 
source catalog and spectroscopic archive to support ongoing research and 
enable new studies.

Next, a new observing mode on the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph 
was created and implemented, which makes it easier to obtain high-quality 
spectra of extremely bright stars and to remove interference effects at longer 
wavelengths by carefully sliding the target star across the camera. This means 
researchers can monitor a star’s apparent brightness at particular wavelengths, 
which will help them characterize exoplanets and their atmospheres by using 
these high-precision measurements. This is especially meaningful because this 
instrument has been aboard Hubble for more than 20 years; implementing new 
modes demonstrates its agility to respond to evolving science demands.

New observing modes were also implemented for Hubble’s Cosmic Origins 
Spectrograph, which improved its observing efficiency at short wavelengths. 
All of this work supports the institute’s efforts to extend Hubble’s capabilities 
through the mid-2020s and ensure that this prolific observatory will continue to 
make unprecedented discoveries.

The first image Hubble captured 
after returning to science 
shows a field of galaxies in 
the constellation Pegasus. The 
observations were taken with 
the Wide Field Camera 3 to 
study very distant galaxies in 
the field. Credits: NASA, ESA 
and A. Shapley (UCLA).

Astronomers combed through NASA’s 
Kepler Space Telescope data and went 
on to combine it with 40 hours of new 
observations using Hubble to hone in 
on evidence for what could be the first 
discovery of a moon orbiting a planet 
outside our solar system. Scientists 
monitored the planet before and during 
its 19-hour transit across the face of 
its star, Kepler-1625. After the transit 
ended, Hubble detected a second and 
much smaller decrease in the star’s 
brightness approximately 3.5 hours 
later. This small decrease is consistent 
with a gravitationally bound moon 
trailing the planet. Learn more on page 
47. Illustration credit: NASA, ESA,  
and L. Hustak (STScI).
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It’s hard not to be wowed by the Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope 
(WFIRST): When it launches in the mid-2020s, its field of view will 
be 100 times the size of the Hubble Space Telescope’s with the 
same size mirror. This enables it to produce surveys that will allow 
researchers to revolutionize the field of astronomy with the extremely 
rich data it produces.

In February 2018, WFIRST passed a combined system requirements 
and mission definition review, and in May formally began its 
preliminary design phase, a project milestone. Astronomers, 
scientists, and engineers at the institute support the observatory 
in partnership with teams at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the California Institute of 
Technology/IPAC, industrial and foreign partners, and WFIRST’s 
Formulation Science Working Group and Science Investigation Teams.

This new phase of development means the group is focused on 
completing detailed requirements and producing preliminary designs 
of the WFIRST Science Operations Center systems at the institute. 
Here, we provide a preview of the data it will deliver, along with major 
2018 accomplishments.

Deep Sky Surveys

One of WFIRST’s science goals is to explore the nature of dark 
energy, a mysterious force speeding the universe’s expansion. It will 
accomplish this through survey programs, including one that will 
observe thousands of supernovas and gather observations in multiple 
tiers (shallow and wide to deep and narrow). 

In particular, observations of white dwarf supernovas will tell us about 
the evolution of dark energy over time by identifying supernovas at 
different points of cosmic history. Astronomers prize white dwarf 
supernovas because they provide a precise measure of distance that 
can be used to calculate the expansion of space. The supernova 
observations will also show how quickly the universe enriched itself 
with heavy elements.

A second survey will measure distances, shapes, and colors of over 
a billion galaxies and observe more than 10,000 large galaxy clusters. 
This galaxy survey, combined with the supernova survey, will allow 
researchers to measure the evolution of dark energy over time and 
constrain its nature, which is crucial since it makes up approximately 
73 percent of the universe. WFIRST’s surveys will provide 
observations of galaxies throughout the history of the universe, 
equaling Hubble’s iconic deep surveys in depth but expanding their 
area by thousands of times.

WFIRST will also monitor our own galactic bulge for exoplanets with 
masses as low as Mars passing in front of background stars, causing 
them to brighten in what are called planetary microlensing events. It 
will also discover about 70,000 new planets as they pass in front of 
their host star, dimming the star’s light, and provide a rich data set 

Set to Survey the Sky
WFIRST passed a major mission review, allowing 
staff to begin the next phase of development.
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of tens of thousands of individual measurements of over 
1 million stars. By probing these large survey data sets, 
researchers will be able to study the physics of stars, 
potentially reshaping how we understand stellar evolution. 

Preparing Significant Collaborations

Like all of our missions, WFIRST’s data can be combined 
with those from other telescopes, including Hubble and the 
upcoming James Webb Space Telescope. The WFIRST 
surveys will discover many objects that astronomers 
will then want to study in more detail with Webb by 
using its large mirror and many observing modes. It also 
has promising overlap with the Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope (LSST), a ground-based, wide-field telescope 
that will photograph the entire available sky every few nights 
beginning in 2021. 

Science teams recently proposed observing the same 
deep fields with LSST that WFIRST will capture. While 
WFIRST will specialize in the infrared, LSST will gather 
light from bluer wavelengths, providing more information of 
the same areas of the sky to produce a full panchromatic 
picture once they are combined—and lead to invaluable 
constraints on theoretical models about galaxy formation. 
This proposal, which was published in a white paper 
in November 2018, is the result of partnerships formed 
between LSST and WFIRST science team members 
through workshops and working groups.

Data Accessible to All

The sheer quantity of data WFIRST will provide is 
astounding. In its first three months of operations, WFIRST’s 
Wide Field Instrument will provide a data stream that is 
equivalent to what Hubble has produced since launching 
in 1990. Its data will be immediately available to all 
researchers, allowing them to quickly hone in on areas of 
interest and begin investigating topics that span the breadth 
of astronomy.

To prepare, the institute’s WFIRST staff have delivered their 
operations concepts, including how the data management 
system will run within the Barbara A. Mikulski Archive for 
Space Telescopes (MAST), to help astronomers digest this 
enormous data set for their research. 

The team continued to create tools to help the science 
community prepare to observe with WFIRST, which are 
currently available in MAST and on GitHub, and include an 
exposure time calculator, a point spread function model, 
and an image simulator. The team also maintains the Field 
of View Overlay Tool, which allows users to become familiar 
with the WFIRST capabilities to perform surveys of wide 
fields.

All of this work builds excitement for the surveys WFIRST 
will produce. Its abundance of data will reveal remarkable 
details that lead us to improve our understanding of the 
evolution and formation of the universe.

The mosaic of the Triangulum 
galaxy (M33), shown on the 
previous page, includes 54 
individual Hubble Space 
Telescope fields of view, which 
were stitched together. WFIRST 
could produce a significantly 
larger view with only one 
pointing. Credit: NASA, ESA, 
and M. Durbin, J. Dalcanton, 
and B.F. Williams (University of 
Washington).

An Observatory Open to All 
Researchers
Twenty-five percent of WFIRST’s observing time will be 
competitively selected for its Guest Observer program 
through peer review, covering all areas of astrophysics 
in the same spirit as other NASA Great Observatories. 
In addition, since all WFIRST survey observations will 
be publicly available with no period of limited access, 
researchers may submit proposals for funded archival 
Guest Investigator programs to pursue their own 
areas of interest within these data sets. No matter 
how researchers choose to access WFIRST’s data, 
scientists across the world will be able to make use of 
this flagship observatory.

This simulated image of spiral galaxy M83 models what 
observations with one of the 18 detectors in WFIRST’s 
Wide Field Instrument would reveal. Drs. Ben Williams 
and Rubab Khan, researchers at the University of 
Washington, produced this image by running a Hubble 
stellar catalog in the WFIRST STIPS (Space Telescope 
Image Product Simulator) tool.

A Pivotal Technology 
Demonstration
WFIRST will also have a coronagraph on board that 
will support a participating scientist program upon 
successful completion of the technology demonstration. 
Its goal, depending on instrument performance, may 
be the discovery and characterization of planets around 
carefully selected stars. The demonstration of the 
coronagraph’s capabilities will inform the planning of 
future space-based observatories.
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How do stars move inside large systems like galaxies? How do 
galaxies move? These questions have driven Roeland van der Marel’s 
research for decades. He’s focused on studying the proper motions 
of stars—their change in position on the sky from year to year—
primarily based on Hubble data, but also recently from the European 
Space Agency’s Gaia mission to understand the movements of these 
massive structures.

“I’ve always worked in the area between observations and theory,” 
van der Marel explains. Fortuitously, his role at the institute combines 
both. He’s served on Hubble’s instrument teams after its launch, 
contributed to the James Webb Space Telescope’s development, 
and now leads the mission office for the Wide Field Infrared Survey 
Telescope (WFIRST), which is in its preliminary design phase. 

Throughout his career, van der Marel has also prioritized research. 
His 2018 work focused on Gaia’s second data release in April, which 
included proper motions for more than 1.3 billion sources. “My 
research group and I spent months preparing scripts and tools, and 
discussing analysis methods to have them ready the moment the data 
came out,” he says. Their preparation paid off. Within a month, the 
team submitted six papers, both validating and improving the Hubble 
measurements obtained in their previous publications.

Ongoing research anchors him. “It allows me to engage others with 
ideas, provide direction, and take satisfaction from their successes,” 
van der Marel says. “What makes the job interesting is the ability 
to work with a variety of people from a range of backgrounds to do 
something new and innovative. Mentoring, and the creative processes 
of research and development are extremely satisfying.”

A Constant Commitment 
to Research

From overseeing the 

science operations of an 

upcoming observatory 

to the study of proper 

motions

Researchers used a novel 
observational technique to 
measure extraordinarily tiny 
angles on the sky to determine 
the distance to NGC 6397, one 
of the closest globular star 
clusters to Earth. It is 7,800 
light-years away.
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Astronomers often pull data from several resources while conducting research 
about an astronomical object. Beginning in 2018, the process became much 
easier for those who study exoplanets. The Barbara A. Mikulski Archive for 
Space Telescopes (MAST) released Exo.MAST, a web-based user interface that 
provides data and services to the exoplanet community. Users are able to find 
and download targeted multi-mission exoplanet data, accompanied with data 
visualization and analysis tools.

Best of all? The regular addition of new data means that observations made by 
NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), which began pouring data 
into MAST this fall, also now appear in Exo.MAST.

In the case of exoplanet WASP-18 b, this means you can rapidly display (and 
access) data from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), the Hubble Space 
Telescope, the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory, and TESS—from ultraviolet to 
infrared light. Better yet, much of it is represented in dynamic phase-based data 
coverage plots, which means it’s easy to determine which observations occur at 
critical points of a planet’s orbit and whether they are at the same orbital phase 
as other observations shown.

The team created Exo.MAST using an agile approach for the software 
development, which included automation, continuous integration/continuous 
delivery, and is built on a modern microservices architecture on Linux. The 
microservices operate and may be deployed independently, which isn’t 
permitted by traditional, service-oriented architectures. The new architecture 
also makes it significantly easier to deploy new versions or new services 
independently and more frequently. The result is a state-of-the-art, industry-
standard example of a system microservices architecture.

This architecture also allowed a tight feedback loop, permitting astronomers to 
provide their input at frequent integration points. Engineers implemented and 
deployed software updates continuously, completing the project in six months. 
Now, when a contributor comes up with a new idea, it is easy to integrate into 
the project. In fact, engineers may add hundreds of new services to Exo.MAST 
in the future.

This engineering project is only one example of our work that led to significant 
collaboration, quick reviews and turnarounds, and a slew of creative solutions—
and meant the team was buzzing with excitement and satisfaction, all while 
benefiting the astronomical community.

Flip the page to explore Exo.MAST or visit:

exo.mast.stsci.edu

Enabling More Science, 

                 Faster
A modern, web-based user interface led by 
our engineers allows astronomers to analyze 
data about exoplanets more quickly.
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Galaxies aren’t static—they continually evolve. While their shapes 
allow quick classification (spiral, elliptical, or irregular), their internal 
motions and star formation rates vary. Why? The answers may lie in 
the diffuse gas just outside of galaxies known as the circumgalactic 
medium. 

Associate Astronomer Molly Peeples leads a team spread across 
the country to answer this question. To do so, they create galaxy 
simulations and compare them to observations taken by the Hubble 
and Keck telescopes, continuously improving the code to make their 
simulations as realistic as possible.

“We’re trying to answer how galaxies evolve in conjunction with the 
diffuse gas around them,” Peeples explains. “Generating synthetic 
data that can be analyzed and thought about in the same way as real 
data is a critical piece of the project.”

The researchers will continue to produce new simulations—all while 
cracking jokes with well-placed emojis—until releasing new findings. 
“Our goal is to open this up to a lot of contributors who, in turn, apply 
it to their own data and report back,” she says. 

When she’s not focused on this project, Peeples contributes to the 
institute’s missions, often focusing on automating processes to enable 
new research. She helped create an online archive of science ready 
data from Hubble’s Cosmic Origins Spectrograph to streamline a 
dive into the archives. She also contributes to the Wide Field Infrared 
Survey Telescope (WFIRST) by helping teams create synthetic 
data that act like real data to aid in assessing if the observatory’s 
instruments operate as designed. “What is so appealing about my 
work is that there are always new challenges,” she says. “And I get to 
work with a great group of colleagues.”

Simulating the Universe

A deep dive into 

synthetic data reveals 

new possibilities in 

astronomy

                                           Pulls from the MAST exoplanet database

                                          Pulls multi-mission metadata from the MAST database

                                          Pulls from the MAST space telescope archive for transiting exoplanet spectra database

Exoresolver

Not sure which is the 
precise name for your 
target? Type in a query 
and the service will auto 
complete official terms, 
including dashes, spaces, 
and special characters.

Exoplanet Parameters

Information about the exoplanet—
like its orbital parameters and the 
star it orbits—is shown in an easy-
to-read panel.

Data Coverage

Quickly determine if 
there is sufficient phase 
coverage for your 
exoplanet and decide 
whether you want to 
download the data from 
our archives.

Phase Folding

A plot appears, 
showing the quality of 
data collected by the 
mission, which gives 
researchers an idea of 
the shape and depth of 
the transiting system.

Data Delivery

Learn how much and what quality of 
transmission spectroscopy exists for 
atmospheric measurements of the 
exoplanet. This helps researchers plan 
future observations of the same target.
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Enriching  
Astronomical  
Research
A look at how the papers published by 
our staff in 2018 contribute to the field 
of astronomy.

Researchers, technical staff, and engineers at 
the institute published more than 550 peer-
reviewed articles in 2018. Their work, which 
analyzed and combined data from space- and 
ground-based observatories around the world, 
addressed a variety of subjects on all scales, as 
fine as dust and as large as the structure of the 
universe. Their work included more than 160 
papers about instrumentation, observation, and 
data analysis to serve researchers throughout 
the astronomical community. Here, we provide 
a look at how these publications relate to the 
field of astronomy.

Interstellar Medium

Exoplanets and Planetary Formation 

Stellar Evolution

Stellar Remnants 

Star Formation and 
Populations 

Galaxies Through Time 

Clusters of Galaxies

Cosmology and the 
Structure of the Universe

The Milky Way and the Local Group 

Numeric values are approximate because there is some overlap.

>200 >100 >75 >50 >25
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Interstellar Object Gets a Speed Boost

Is it a comet, an asteroid, or a new type of object? Using 
observations from Hubble and ground-based observatories, 
an international team of scientists confirmed `Oumuamua 
(oh-MOO-ah-MOO-ah)—the first known interstellar object 
to travel through our solar system—got an unexpected 
boost in speed and shift in trajectory as it passed through 
the inner Solar System last year, behaving more like an 
icy comet than a rocky asteroid. The team concluded that 
the most likely explanation is that the object was jetting 
out gaseous material. This extra push could explain the 
small but measurable perturbation of the object’s path. 
This hypothesized outgassing (not directly visible in any 
observations) was likely produced by heating from the Sun, 
which caused ices to sublimate and vent away from the 
object.

Hubble in the News
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope has been delivering  
breathtaking views of the universe since it launched in 
1990. Although the telescope has made more than 1.5 
million observations of over 40,000 space objects, it is 
still uncovering stunning celestial phenomena with 
unprecedented scientific detail. Read the top stories our 
news team publicized in 2018.
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Uncovering the Farthest Star 
Ever Seen

Astronomers using Hubble pinpointed the 
farthest individual star that has ever been 
detected. The star, nicknamed Icarus after the 
Greek mythological character that flew too close 
to the Sun, is so far away that its light has taken 
9 billion years to reach Earth. It appears as it 
did when the universe was about 30 percent 
of its current age. That places the “superstar” 
100 times farther away than the next farthest 
individual star ever observed.

The cosmic quirk that makes this star visible is a 
phenomenon called gravitational lensing. Gravity 
from a foreground, massive cluster of galaxies 
acts as a natural lens in space, bending and 
amplifying light. In the case of Icarus, a natural 
“magnifying glass” is created by the galaxy 
cluster MACS J1149+2223, which is located 
about 5 billion light-years away, between Earth 
and the remote star.  

The discovery of Icarus offers a unique 
opportunity for astronomers to study individual 
stars in distant galaxies. These observations 
provide a rare, detailed look at how stars evolve.

Improving Our Understanding of Star Formation

Much of the light in the universe comes from stars, and yet star formation is still a 
confounding challenge to our understanding of astronomy. To piece together a more 
complete picture, astronomers used Hubble to look at 50 galaxies in the nearby universe. 
Called the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS), the survey is the sharpest, most 
comprehensive ultraviolet-light look at nearby star-forming galaxies.

The LEGUS survey combines new Hubble observations with archival Hubble images of 
star-forming spiral and dwarf galaxies, offering a valuable resource for understanding the 
complexities of star formation and galaxy evolution. Astronomers are releasing the star 
catalogs for each of the LEGUS galaxies, cluster catalogs for 30 of the galaxies, and images 
of the galaxies themselves. The catalogs provide detailed information about young stars, 
massive stars, and star clusters—and how their environment affects their development.

The local universe, stretching between us and the great Virgo cluster of galaxies, is ideal for 
study because astronomers can amass a big enough sample of galaxies, and the galaxies 
are close enough to Earth that Hubble can resolve individual stars. The survey will also help 
astronomers better understand galaxies in the distant universe, where rapid star formation 
took place.
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Debating the Universe’s Expansion Rate

Using the Hubble and Gaia space telescopes, astronomers 
took a big step toward refining the Hubble constant, one of 
cosmology’s fundamental values needed for measuring the 
universe’s age. This number is the rate at which the universe is 
expanding since the big bang, 13.8 billion years ago. 

Intriguingly, the new results further intensify the discrepancy 
between measurements for the expansion rate of the nearby 
universe, and those of the distant, primeval universe—before 
stars and galaxies existed. In mapping the cosmic afterglow of 
the big bang, the European Space Agency’s Planck telescope 
yields a slightly different expansion rate for the primordial 
universe. However, because the universe is expanding uniformly, 
these measurements should be the same. 

The so-called “tension” between the two sets of observations 
implies that there could be new physics underlying the 
foundations of the universe. The researchers’ goal is to work with 
Gaia to refine the Hubble constant to a value of only 1 percent by 
the early 2020s. Meanwhile, astrophysicists will likely continue to 
grapple with revisiting their ideas about the physics of the early 
universe.

Water Found in an Exoplanet’s Atmosphere

Scientists used the Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes to identify the 
“fingerprints” of water in the atmosphere of a hot, bloated, Saturn-mass 
exoplanet some 700 light-years away. And they found a lot of water. In fact, the 
planet, known as WASP-39 b, has three times as much water as Saturn.

Although the researchers predicted they’d see water, they were surprised by 
how much water they found. The amount of water suggests that the planet 
actually developed far away from the star, where it was bombarded by a lot 
of icy material. WASP-39 b likely had an interesting evolutionary history as it 
migrated in toward its host star, taking an epic journey across its planetary 
system and perhaps disrupting other planets along its trajectory.

Though no planet like this resides in our solar system, WASP-39 b can provide 
new insights into how and where planets form around a star. This exoplanet 
underscores the fact that the more astronomers learn about the complexity 
of other worlds, the more there is to learn about their origins. This latest 
observation is a significant step toward characterizing these worlds.
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A Comprehensive Image of the Evolving Universe

Astronomers have assembled one of the most comprehensive portraits yet of 
the universe’s evolutionary history, based on a broad array of observations by 
Hubble and other space- and ground-based telescopes. In particular, Hubble’s 
ultraviolet vision opens a new window on the evolving universe, tracking the birth 
of stars over the last 11 billion years back to the cosmos’ busiest star-forming 
period, about 3 billion years after the big bang. This photo from the Hubble Deep 
Ultraviolet Legacy Survey encompasses a sea of approximately 15,000 galaxies 
widely distributed in time and space. By comparing images of star formation in 
the distant and nearby universe, astronomers glean a better understanding of 
how nearby galaxies grew from small clumps of hot young stars long ago.

Possible Moon Outside the Solar System

Using the Hubble and Kepler space telescopes, astronomers 
uncovered tantalizing evidence for what could be the first discovery of a 
moon orbiting a planet outside our solar system. This moon candidate, 
which is 8,000 light-years from Earth, orbits a gas-giant planet that, 
in turn, orbits a star called Kepler-1625. Researchers caution that the 
moon hypothesis is tentative and must be confirmed by follow-up 
Hubble observations. (It is too far away to be directly photographed. 
Instead, its presence is inferred when it passes in front of the star, 
momentarily dimming its light.) Our solar system has eight major 
planets and nearly 200 moons. If our solar system is a typical example, 
this finding promises a new frontier for characterizing the nature of 
moons around extrasolar planets.
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Young Red Dwarf Superflares  
Imperil Planets

Approximately three-quarters of the stars in our galaxy are 
red dwarfs. Therefore, they host most of the planets in our 
galaxy that are potential abodes of life. However, young 
red dwarfs are very active stars, producing ultraviolet flares 
that blast out million-degree plasma with an intensity that 
could possibly strip off the atmospheres of planets, making 
them unsuitable for hosting life as we know it (at least on 
their surfaces). Hubble is observing such stars through a 
large program called HAZMAT (HAbitable Zones and M 
dwarf Activity across Time), an ultraviolet survey of red 
dwarfs at three different ages: young, intermediate, and 
old. The HAZMAT team found that flares from the youngest 
red dwarfs they surveyed (around 40 million years old) are 
100 to 1,000 times more energetic than when the stars are 
older. Next, the HAZMAT program will study intermediate- 
aged red dwarfs that are 650 million years old, ultimately 
comparing each population of red dwarfs to understand 
their evolution.

Infrared Light Around a  
Neutron Star

A neutron star is the remnant of an exploded 
star that has been squeezed into a solid ball 
of neutrons with the extreme density of an 
atomic nucleus. Spinning neutron stars that 
radiate sweeping “lighthouse beams” of energy 
are called pulsars. These beams are normally 
seen in X-rays, gamma-rays, and radio waves. 
When astronomers used Hubble’s near-infrared 
vision to look at a nearby neutron star, they 
were surprised to see a gush of infrared light 
as well. That infrared light might come from 
a circumstellar disk 18 billion miles across. If 
confirmed as a disk, this result could change 
the understanding of neutron star evolution. 
Another idea is that a wind of subatomic particles 
from the pulsar’s magnetic field is slamming 
into interstellar gas. Astronomers will be able to 
further explore this discovery in the infrared by 
using NASA’s upcoming James Webb Space 
Telescope to better understand neutron star 
evolution.
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Faint Glow Within Galaxy Clusters  
Illuminates Dark Matter

Using Hubble’s prior observations of six massive galaxy 
clusters in the Frontier Fields program, astronomers 
demonstrated that intracluster light—the diffuse glow 
between galaxies in a cluster—traces the path of dark 
matter, illuminating its distribution more accurately than 
existing methods that observe X-ray light. Intracluster light 
is an excellent tracer of dark matter in a galaxy cluster, 
because both the dark matter and the stars are free-
floating—following exactly the same gravity. This method 
allows researchers to illuminate, with a very faint glow, the 
position of dark matter. Not only is the method accurate, 
but it is also more efficient since it relies only on deep 
imaging. This means more clusters and objects can be 
studied in less time, which may lead to more evidence of 
what dark matter consists of and how it behaves.

Download images, watch videos, and read the full 
news releases: http://hubblesite.org/news/year/2018

From the study of the 

culture of astronomy to 

the design of interactive 

analysis tools

Examining the Sources

When reading about a supernova, you may encounter comparisons 
that liken the exploding star to a giant nuclear furnace or a monster 
ripping apart celestial bodies—but may miss the fact that supernovas 
are also the origin of all complex energy in the known universe. Why 
aren’t supernovas described as creators?

This is just one of the questions Lauren Chambers asked when 
presenting at the .Astronomy conference in September. “All sciences 
are cultural institutions made up of people with biases and beliefs,” 
she explains. “Objects that are powerful and violent are the most 
studied and funded. While analogies are important, they are by 
definition imperfect and informed by the culture we live in.”

Her presentation was a result of one of the theses she wrote at Yale 
(Chambers double majored in astrophysics and African American 
studies), which in part inspired her to join Invision, a committee that 
upholds an inclusive environment for our diverse staff, to continue 
to facilitate meaningful discussions. She’s excited about this work, 
she says, because, “when you empower every employee to build 
communities, you get new ideas and stronger partnerships.”

Chambers is also a practitioner. As a research and instrument analyst 
who supports the James Webb Space Telescope, she co-developed 
a tool that simulates images and generates files to guide Webb during 
commissioning. She is also deeply involved in the observatory’s 
commissioning rehearsals.

Overall, she is excited both by the energy generated by her colleagues 
as well as their expertise. “Our team is filled with kind, fun people, and 
senior staff encourage questions, which facilitates growth,” Chambers 
says. “My colleagues have made this a fruitful space where I can dive 
into challenges.”
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Sharing Scientific 
Discoveries with 
the World
Making astronomy engaging, 
understandable, and relevant for 
diverse audiences.

How do you explore the universe? One way is to connect to the resources that 
the public outreach team at the institute creates. With our deep connection to 
the science of NASA astrophysics, we produce data-driven experiences: exhibits 
and displays, applications for hand-held devices, in-person activities, videos, 
and articles to help the public immerse themselves in awe-inspiring science.

Zooming Through Space

Visualize pretending to swim like a dolphin through a galaxy, seeing your hand 
through a black plastic bag, or scrolling through constellations to zoom in to 
images captured by NASA’s Hubble, Chandra, and Spitzer space telescopes. 

Welcome to the innovative displays we present at festivals each year. In April 
2018, our staff engaged thousands of visitors at the USA Science & Engineering 
Festival in Washington, D.C., helping children and adults explore the universe. 
More than 350,000 attendees visited the weekend festival and many stopped 
to explore our exhibits, including WebbVR, an infrared camera, and WorldWide 
Telescope (the last is managed by the American Astronomical Society). Visitors 
were also able to explore hands-on light and color activities, which showcase 
how Hubble’s iconic images are made.

WebbVR, which engages users in the science that NASA’s James Webb Space 
Telescope will explore, was a particular highlight. In this virtual reality experience, 
available for free online, viewers may visit the telescope at its orbit 1 million 
miles from Earth, explore the planets and moons in our solar system, build a 
planet, or shoot stars into a black hole. It presents data-based physics and the 
electromagnetic spectrum in new, accessible ways—and visitors proved it is 
habit-forming. 

Each year, through several on-site festivals like this, our public outreach team 
engages visitors to increase awareness and excitement about our missions, 
including the Hubble and Webb space telescopes, helping to inspire individuals 
by providing direct connections to science.

Composing the Lagoon Nebula at Home

As part of our work to lead the NASA’s Universe of Learning program, we invited 
the public to put their image-processing skills to the test by recreating Hubble’s 
28th anniversary image of the Lagoon Nebula using the program’s resources. 
Known as NASA’s Astrophoto Challenge, this pilot project provided users 
with two options: Use the data from Hubble, Chandra, and Spitzer or capture 
new telescope data (that night!) with the MicroObservatory Robotic Telescope 
Network, operated by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. 
Next, participants used tools—very similar to those used by professional 
astronomers—to process the image.
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Participants began the project with a grayscale 
image, just as our imaging specialists would, and 
then toggled the images from each telescope 
filter, trying to highlight the stars, gas, and dust 
clearly. To support users in this self-directed 
experience, our collaborative team created a 
video to explain the process so participants 
could learn how to adjust scale, brightness, and 
contrast, and combine images from different 
filters to create full-color images.

Users seeking additional inspiration could also 
visit AstroPix—a gallery of images from space- 
and ground-based telescopes—to view the 
Lagoon Nebula across the electromagnetic 
spectrum and quickly recognize that there are 
many types of images of the same celestial 
target.

Scientists across the country led small groups 
through the challenge, but users largely 
participated from the comfort of their own 
homes. New challenges will launch in 2019, 
engaging participants in immersive, authentic 
experiences.

Strap on your VR goggles and 
load the WebbVR experience to fly 
around NASA’s James Webb Space 
Telescope’s mirrors 1 million miles 
from Earth, build your own planet—or 
dive into a black hole!

Developed in partnership with 
Northrop Grumman, WebbVR 
puts users in the midst of science 
concepts, presenting a realistic 
environment based on physics and 
the electromagnetic spectrum in new, 
accessible ways.

Explore and Compose Astronomical Imagery
You don’t need to be a professional astronomer to participate in the scientific process! 
Make sophisticated observations in space, compose an image from the raw data you 
collect—just like professional astronomers—and compare it to images of the same object 
from multiple space- and ground-based telescopes, all with NASA’s Universe of Learning 
resources. You can also participate in upcoming NASA’s Astrophoto Challenges, which run 
periodically throughout the year.

Begin your journey—and check out past entries:  
mo-www.cfa.harvard.edu/OWN/astrophoto/index.html

Step 1: Observe a Celestial Target

Take new observations with 
MicroObservatory and receive 
the data within 48 hours.

Step 3: Compare and Contrast

Compare NASA-produced images 
on AstroPix with your own.

Step 2: Build Scientific Practices

Use the astronomer’s tool to process 
a multi-colored image. See recent 
submissions.

Step 4: Continue Exploring

Create your own NASA image using 
NASA data and the astronomer’s tool.

Try it—for free—by searching  
WebbVR on store.steampowered.com

Fly Through the Universe
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Revealing a Developing Solar System

Take a moment to examine the image on this page. 
In between opaque blotches of gas and dust, stars 
appear. But what are the dark triangles at the top 
right? It’s easy to spot the Sun-like star known as HBC 
672. The triangles flanking it are shadows cast by a 
circumstellar disk that is too small and too distant to be 
directly observed.

How do we know this? The shadow itself. Nicknamed 
the Bat Shadow, it is created by a circumstellar disk—a 
vast, rotating mass of dust and gas that surrounds 
the core of a developing solar system and marks the 
earliest stage of planet formation. Hubble observations 
taken in 2018 to further study this object allowed 
scientists to work directly with educators, writers, and 
visualizers to demonstrate how shadows enable us to 
explore otherwise hidden phenomena. 

Although the disk that gives rise to the Bat Shadow 
is common around young stars, the combination of 
the viewing angle and the surrounding cloud of gas 
and dust that lets us observe the shadow is rare. By 
examining the shadow, astronomers can study the 
shape and composition of the circumstellar disk. 

Our public outreach team, in collaboration with the 
NASA’s Universe of Learning team, communicated 
the exciting science story of the Bat Shadow not only 
through a news release, but also in a ViewSpace video 
segment (a self-updating multimedia exhibit produced 
by the NASA’s Universe of Learning partners). It’s part 
of a series about shadows that explains what they 
reveal about celestial objects. 

This example demonstrates how our public 
engagement teams collaborate: We work with 
astronomers and educators, both on our team and 
across NASA’s Universe of Learning, to produce 
products that communicate the processes of science—
and exciting discoveries—by using new and archival 
telescope observations year-round. 

Reaching Wider Audiences with NASA’s Universe of Learning
Imagine creating your own planet, examining—and then painting—a planetary nebula, or 
diffracting light with a modified cereal box. Children participated in programs built on NASA’s 
Universe of Learning resources at libraries, science centers, museums, and other informal 
learning centers at more than 20 sites across the country in 2018.

The initiative had informal learning center staff create projects based on resources and training 
provided by staff who support NASA’s Universe of Learning, including the Space Telescope 
Science Institute, California Institute of Technology/IPAC, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and Sonoma State University.

At the Springfield Museum of Art in Ohio (shown above), staff conducted weeklong camps for 
youth to learn about astrophysics and then create their own art, which was then displayed in 
one of the galleries for parents to enjoy. What these projects demonstrated is that by combining 
a new discipline and astronomy expertise, staff were able to enhance their educational 
resources and engage participants in exciting STEM projects.

Learn how to connect to the resources provided by the NASA’s Universe of Learning program, 
and learn more about the institutions that support it, at www.Universe-of-Learning.org.
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A Synthesis of Space and Sound
Watch “Deep Field: The Impossible Magnitude of Our Universe,”  
a symphonic film set to the music of Grammy Award-winning composer  
Eric Whitacre. Inspired by Hubble’s Deep Field images, the movie  
includes 11 STScI astronomy visualization sequences as well as the  
voices of an 8,000 member virtual choir from over 120 countries.  
Experience the incredible fusion of music, imagery, art, and astronomy: 
www.youtube.com/user/HubbleSiteChannel/playlists

Picture a university ballroom teeming with students—at the center are 
dancers. Half are kicking, leaping, and bending their bodies while half 
are clapping and vigorously stomping in rhythm. The room is rapt. 
It’s a mix of Indian and African American cultures, brought together 
in part by James Paranilam. He helped found the Towson University 
South Asian Student Association, which led to major community 
building and an annual cultural celebration. 

He brought that desire to build community to the institute, where 
he is now a senior system test engineer and a founder of Invision, a 
committee that upholds an inclusive environment for our diverse staff. 
“We hit the ground running since we had experience with other staff 
groups under our belt,” he shares. “I want STScI to be a leader in 
diversity and inclusion, as well as astronomy.”

When it comes to his work as an engineer, he takes a similar 
approach: Paranilam is a doer, someone who creates connections. 
This is particularly important since his projects require a lot of 
coordination. His recent project centers on revamping a reporting 
system that’s been in place for more than 20 years. “Everyone had 
their hands in the system at some point,” he laughs. “Once the new 
software is in place, it will be both agile and visual, streamlining our 
work.”

Despite exceeding 15 years at the institute, Paranilam is excited about 
the future. “I love my work and the people I work with, but I also love 
that it allows me to be a family guy.” From every vantage point, he 
takes the same approach, he says: “The institute is a big part of my 
world. Why not try to make it better?”

Growing a Diverse 
Community

From guiding large  
engineering projects  
to positively impacting  
our culture

Reveal the Hidden Universe
NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope is the 
next great step in humanity’s journey from 
wonder to scientific discovery. Which questions 
will observers using it investigate and what 
could we learn? Dive in to the details about the 
formation of the first galaxies and other worlds: 
WebbTelescope.org

Follow Along All Year
Hubblesite.org        WebbTelescope.org
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How employee-led initiatives are influencing  
the institute’s culture.

How often do you think about the characteristics that define you? Take a 
moment to check the boxes below that apply. 

 ❏ I do not have to think about the message my wardrobe sends.

 ❏  People from my country are visible and positively represented in politics,  
business, and the media.

 ❏  I can be sure to hear music on the radio and watch specials on television that 
celebrate the holidays I observe.

 ❏  I have a savings account with at least a month’s rent and bills set aside in case 
of emergency.

 ❏  I can do well in challenging situations without comments about what an  
inspiration I must be to other people.

 ❏  I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that I will not be 
followed or closely watched by store employees.

 ❏  I can move about in public without fear of being harassed or physically  
attacked.

For each check mark, add a bead to an imaginary string. How many beads 
did you collect? Each reader’s collection will vary. This activity is designed to 
highlight the fact that everyone possesses multiple identities and may have or 
lack privilege based on those identities. The beads illustrate the privilege that 
someone may have based on aspects of their identity. Having many or few 
beads—indications of privilege—is not meant to induce guilt or resentment, but 
to build awareness.   

Intrigued by what you just learned? These are highlights from a workshop 
conducted by our Diversity in Astronomy group for staff at the institute and 
attendees of a 2018 American Astronomical Society meeting. The workshop 
covers many more points about privilege that pertain to gender identity, nationality, 
religion, class, ability, race, and sexual orientation—issues that permeate our lives.

Reconsidering  
Who We Are
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Its goal is to heighten individuals’ awareness of their own 
identities. The objective is for each person to focus on 
empathy, discuss how to be more inclusive, and leave with 
ideas to take back to their colleagues.

This project is an example of the work our staff has led in 
2018 to encourage diversity and inclusion at the institute 
and throughout the field of astronomy. Upcoming plans 
include additional workshops at astronomy and engineering 
conferences, more training opportunities, and discussion 
groups. 

Perhaps most importantly, this work reflects the institute’s 
active, employee-led diversity initiatives. Our staff members 
are empowered to act as advocates for diversity and 
inclusion issues, which will not only contribute to our 
employees’ professional successes, but also positively 
influence the astronomy community.

Our Diversity and  
Inclusion Statement

We embrace inclusion in our 

bold pursuit to help humanity 

explore the universe. We value 

and rely on contributions from a 

diverse workforce and community. 

We respect and celebrate the 

attributes, identities, beliefs, 

expertise, and perspectives that 

make each individual uniquely 

who they are. We believe at 

our core that these differences 

enable excellence and promote 

our collective success. We take 

actions to make our aspirations 

for a truly representative 

workforce a reality.

Connect with Us!
Interested in collaborating to share 
resources or request support? 

Email the details to: 
diversity@stsci.edu
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